Outreach Committee Agenda
January 2013

1. Discuss Del Rey Day (Shelli Margolin-Mayer)
2. Discuss what the Outreach Committee has done in the past (would need Eric or another past member) (Ellie Bertwell)
3. Discuss the direction we want to go in the next year. (Ellie Bertwell)
4. I'd like to suggest to the Farmer's Market director an outreach/promotion with the local public elementary schools, possibly with our assistance to liaison with the schools. (Ellie Bertwell)
5. Fridge Magnets promoting DRNC

Minutes

1. Tabled until next month Items 2, 3, and 4 until Ellie can attend. *In attendance: Peter Hsu, Shelli Margolin-Mayer, Ellie Bertwell
2. ACTION: Shelli to send roster to full board
3. NC AGENDA: Put fridge magnets on full NC agenda (Discuss what elements it should include and how many we should get... Shellie to investigate price/qty options).
   a. 5 proposed elements
      i. Del Rey NC Logo
      ii. 311 # for non emergencies
      iii. # provided by Pacific Div.
      iv. DRNC website
      v. DRNC contact email.
4. NC AGENDA: Vote to move planning and execution of Del Rey Day into the Outreach Committee
5. NC AGENDA: Create a Del Rey Day Subcommittee within the Outreach Committee
   a. Tentative Chairs are Renae and Shelli.